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Impulse works with your current gaming mouse to help you react faster and win more. Play at the Speed of

Thought.
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Impulse is the only neural
technology-based gaming controller
for PC that enables you to compete
at the speed of your thought.

Impulse works... もっとみる

リワードなしでプレッジ



Designed by leading researchers in neural interfaces and bionic limbs from the University

of Waterloo, Impulse is the first gaming peripheral that enables you to react at the

speed of thought by recognizing your intention to click your mouse. Commands

activated with Impulse are faster than mouse clicks by up to 80 milliseconds, paving the

way for an unprecedented gaming experience.

Impulse has built-in sensors that use a proprietary machine-learning algorithm to read

your muscles’ biosignals and predict your clicking intentions. Essentially, we’re cutting

out the time lag between when you think about clicking and when your finger actually

executes on that movement through muscular contraction.

Impulse weighs less than 50 grams and works with any gaming mouse, so you don’t

need to change your existing gaming setup to use it.

From faster gaming mice to better monitors, you’re constantly trying to improve your

reaction in your game-play. Impulse is the next evolution—reducing your lag by

interpreting your intentions from the neural data in your muscles. 
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Secure the Impulse Neuro-
Controller at Early Bird Pricing and
save big on the future of gaming.
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Impulse gives you an extra edge in FPS, MOBA, RTS games, and more. React, fire, and

rapid fire faster to beat out the competition.  IImmppuullssee  iimmpprroovveess  ppeerrffoorrmmaannccee  ffoorr  bbootthh

lleefftt  aanndd  rriigghhtt  cclliicckk  aaccttiioonnss..

After a couple of sessions, some of our beta testers started to forget they were even

wearing Impulse. Have more than one gaming device? No problem, Impulse works with



any mouse, any time. Impulse will also be available for both left- and right-handed

gamers. 
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Beta User Test 01 censored



Between your intention to click your mouse, and when the actual click happens, two

processes take place simultaneously:

The time difference between these two processes is called EMD. The proprietary

algorithm of Impulse leverages the electric process, while the physical mouse relies on

the mechanical process. This is the Impulse difference!

Here’s a full breakdown of our tech specs:



This video shows the interface up close up to the screen:

This video is more zoomed where I (Erik, CEO & Co-Founder) show myself activating

Impulse with both hands on the screen, with the mouse and without it. I also pull the

camera back to show where I am in the room.

   動動画画をを再再生生



Impulse is the very first consumer neural interface of its kind, but we’re far from the

first team to attempt to improve gamer reaction time with innovative tech. Here’s how

we compare: 

Our team includes some of the foremost experts in neural interface technologies, and

we're confident that we have the experience to make the Impulse a reality for you. To

further ensure our ability to deliver, we’ve harnessed over $350,000 in VC funding and

   動動画画をを再再生生



have secured partnerships with a full-stack manufacturing team and hardware

development team.







 For our VIP Backers, here is your first look at The Impulse Carrying Case!

If we are fortunate enough to go above and beyond our funding minimum, we have some

bonus features for you! Here’s a look:



Before setting our production timeline, we did extensive research and spoke at length

with our manufacturing and operations partners. The resulting timeline takes into

account our determination to deliver a high-quality product, without the constant

delivery extensions that plague many Kickstarter campaigns.





This project is promoted by Jellop, the ad tech power behind the best

Kickstarter launches with 1,400+ successful Kickstarter projects and over

$500M raised in total.

リスクと課題

Production Challenges:

To ensure we have the proper expertise to manufacture and deliver a quality product,

we have hired an outside firm, Berlin Kraftworks (BKW), that specializes in

manufacturing, supply chain, and design for manufacturing.

We foresee no significant challenges here, as Brink Bionics has already acquired the

necessary funding to accomplish this, and is working with a highly experienced

contracted manufacturing and design team.

Sourcing/Supply Chain Challenges:

We will be leveraging our BKW expertise in order to ensure no issues in component

sourcing. They are working with our team to find the best local manufacturers, and

source the right components from reputable manufacturers.

We foresee no significant challenges here, as Brink Bionics has already acquired the

necessary funding to accomplish this, and is working with a highly experienced

contracted team to source optimal component suppliers.

Manufacturer Sourcing Challenges:

The biggest concern is ensuring our product is of high quality and is delivered in line with

our projected delivery date to backers. For manufacturing, we will be assembling Impulse

locally, to ensure we have strong control over the delivery and final production of our

product. This makes Impulse a bit more expensive, but the quality of a Canadian

assembled product will make it well worth it. We are sourcing a contract manufacturer

with the assistance from our partners at BKW.

We foresee no significant challenges, as Brink Bionics has already acquired the necessary

funding to accomplish this, and is working with a highly experienced contracted team to

find local contract manufacturers for Impulse.

Manufacturing Delivery Time Challenges:

We are mitigating this risk around delivery time by looking for local manufacturing

options to ensure we have a tight grasp on our production chain, and regular contact

with our manufacturers. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, we are working with

BKW to be sure we are making the right production decisions to deliver your Impulse on

time.

As a result, we are not overly concerned with delays on delivery time, but with any

hardware product, there is always a risk of production delays.

Development Challenges:



Impulses base functions for allowing users to map left and right clicks to their nervous

system are completed, and we have Beta users working with us to improve the final

product. This is where our team excels, as we have more than 35 years of experience

developing cutting-edge neural interface technologies. There are no significant risks

here.

We foresee no financial challenges here, as Brink Bionics has already acquired the

necessary funding to accomplish the remaining development for Impulse.
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TTRRAACCEERR::  pprreemmiiuumm  ggaammiinngg  mmoouussee  --  ppllaayy  ddiiffffeerreenntt

award-winning hardware | 2x deep click buttons | auto game detection and

loading of expert profiles

By Swiftpoint

XXttrroonn  PPrroo::  CCrreeaattiinngg  GGaammeess,,  LLeeaarrnniinngg  PPrrooggrraammmmiinngg  aanndd
MMoorree

A programmable modular console to create games, design wearables and

make creative projects

By Ovobot

XXsslleeeevvee::  EEssppoorrttss  PPeerrffoorrmmaannccee  &&  EErrggoonnoommiiccss

Specially designed & engineered gaming compression arm-sleeve with PTFE

(friction reduction) on the underside

By Oskar Ödmark

VVHH--8800SSEE::  TThhee  WWoorrlldd''ss  FFiirrsstt  BBiillaatteerraall  LLaasseerr  DDiissttaannccee
MMeeaassuurreerr

Easily measure distances without moving a step! | Incomparable work

efficiency

By Magpie Tech

TRACER: premium gaming mouse - play different Xtron Pro: Creating Games, Learning Programming and More

Xsleeve: Esports Performance & Ergonomics VH-80SE: The World's First Bilateral Laser Distance Measurer
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